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Abstract-- Dexto:Eka: is an adult-size humanoid robot
being developed with the aim of achieving tele-presence. The
paper sheds light on the control of this robot using a Master
Exoskeleton which comprises of an Exo-Frame, a Control
Column

and

a

Graphical

User

Interface.

It

further

illuminates the processes and algorithms that have been
utilized to make an efficient system that would effectively
emulate a tele-operator.

Index Terms-- exoskeleton; exo-frame; control column;
graphical user interface; humanoid control

the human body. Hence replicating God's finest creation
to perfection becomes a challenge that has captivated
every scientific attention. Through the medium of this
paper we portray the control mechanism of Dexto:Eka:
the humanoid robot, using a master exo-skeleton. Each
and every function of a machine depends on flawless
implementation of control system. We have developed a
system

for

Dexto: Eka:.

Hardware

interfacing between robot and user end is done using
master

and

slave

AT

Mega

2560

microcontrollers.

Arduino boards are used as both master and slave
controller because of their versatility of operation and
compatibility with Processing (a Java based open-source
platform

used

for

development

of

Graphical

User

Interface). The block diagram of control system of the
robot is shown in Fig 1.
Sensors

requirement

user

can

switch

operated

and

possesses

three

modes

of

operation

dependent, semi-sovereign and sovereign [1].
In semi-sovereign, though control remains with the
user, the robot may take decisions of its own should an
instruction prove detrimental to its well-being. Here,
locomotion is controlled by the sensors installed on the

chassis and arms are controlled by the user. In sovereign

sensors installed all over the robot which enables the
robot to sense its environment and take independent

decisions. It gains complete autonomy over its actions.

In the dependent or manual mode, the robot is under
the absolute control of the user. Dexto:Eka: receives input
and

instructions

from

the

tele-operator

Graphical User Interface(GUI),

an

through

exo-frame

the

and a

control column which together composes the Master
Exoskeleton.

Exo-frame

controls

the

movement

of

anthropomorphic robotic arms which have 6 degrees of
freedom each [3]. Locomotion in the robot is achieved
using an omnidirectional mecanum wheel drive which is
controlled by a control column, which works similar to a
joystick. GUI provides flexibility in controlling the arms
as well as the drive. Besides this GUI helps in keeping
track of every action of robot and also proves useful in
controlling the robot in emergency situations.
II. RELATED WORK

DEXTD:EKA:
Robotic Arms

the

Every action in this mode is governed by different

The mind of the modern day inventor is enthralled by

control

on

mode the robot gains supremacy over all its actions [2].

I. INTRODUCTION

hybrid

Depending

between different modes of operation. Dexto:Eka: is tele

Mecanum Wheel Drive

Numerous robots have been developed similar to
Dexto:Eka:, but are smaller in size. Implementing tele

.�
�

operation using various computer aided software as in [4]
or the heavy use of seventeen embedded sensors as seen
in [5]

increases

expenditure

and is time-consuming.

Dexto:Eka: has achieved this with the help of an exo
frame which allows mimicking of various characteristic
motions of the human arm keeping in mind the low cost,
HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE

efficiency and accuracy. Exactitude which has been a
major problem in inverse kinematic systems as seen in [6]
has been overcome in the exo-frame.
The extremely efficient balancing in Dexto:Eka: using
mecanum wheel drive always has a superior hand over
the biped robots developed with great complexity, high

Fig. I.

Control Diagram of Dexto: Eka:

cost and larger power requirements[7]. The graphical user

interface developed in [8] only gives feature of start and

procedure MasterToSlaveO

stop, but our interface is comprehensive with more

1: if mode is SLAVE do

features.

3:

[9] and surgical purposes [10], the greatest problem faced

4: else do

is achieving minimum vibrations and maximum accuracy.

5:

In order to achieve these features a separate PID control

6: endif

mechanism [11] has been implemented on the governing
motors. After much deliberation, the Arduino Mega

availability of a dependent mode and a semi-sovereign
remote locations.

mode==autonomous;

7: WiFi_TransmitO;
Fig. 3.

microcontroller [12] was chosen for its flexibility and

provides that added advantage sensible behaviour in

Control ColumnO;

8: end procedure

code which augment the effortless working of the servo

sophisticated simplicity in design and programming. The

MIMICO;

2:

With the implementation of tele-operation in medical

A1gonthm for master microcontroller

B. Slave to Master Communication

The

slave

receives

directives

from

the

master

and

executes the appropriate instructions. Output of various

sensors installed on robot and feedback signal from
servos and drive motors is transmitted back to master so

III. MANEUVERING IN THE DEPENDENT MODE

that it is monitored on GUI. This is seen in Fig. 4.

The dependent mode of the robot epitomizes an
archetypal master-slave system where the master exo
skeleton governs the actions of the robot which then
parrots the motions of the exo-frame and control column
depending on input from the Graphical User Interface.
A. Master to Slave Communication

Master microcontroller takes commands from the user
via human machine interface which includes exo- frame,
control column and GUI and transmits them to the slave
microcontroller for implementation by the robot as seen
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4.

Slave to Master Communication

Activities of the slave are determined by the algorithm in
Fig. 5 . ______________--,
,....
procedure SlaveToMasterO
1: if mode is dependent do
2:

Slave_MIMICO;

5:

autonomy();

3: else if mode is autonomous do
6: end if

7: for every sensor

sout= read( sensor.value);

8:

autonomy.decide(sout);

9:
Fig. 2.

Master to Slave Communication

Algorithm in Fig. 3 governs the activities of the master

microcontroller. The WiFi_Transmit method [13] is for
communication between the microcontrollers via WiFi.

11: slave.transmit(sout);
12: endfor

13: WiFiTransmit();
14: end procedure
Fig. 5.

Algorithm for slave microcontroller

IV. GOVERNANCE USING Exo-FRAME
A. Robotic Arm

The robotic arm parades the characteristic motions of

the human arm. It has six degrees of freedom [14] which
were adopted on the basis of simplicity of movement and

of the robot. These omni-directional wheels give the

preciseness. The degrees of freedom are as follows:

J)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Shoulder: Abduction-Adduction( Yaw)

robot flexibility of motion in every direction giving it the

Shoulder: Flexion-Extension(Pitch)

characteristic feature of being omnidirectional. Rollers,

Elbow: Flexion-Extension(Pitch)

placed all along the periphery of each wheel at an angle

Wrist: Flexion-Extension(Pitch)

of 45 degree translate the force in x and y directions.

Wrist: Circumduction(Roll)

Each roller produces a force vector with a different speed

Gripper: Open and close

and

Movements of different joints of robotic arm are

regulated by servo motors. Arm is primarily controlled by

magnitude

determined

[15].

The

direction

of

motion

from the resultant force vector of

is

each

individual roller as seen in Fig. 7.

user with the help of exo-frame and with the help of GUI.
The Proportional-Integral-Derivative control mechanism
is enforced in the controlling algorithm and is also built
into actuators of the joins. These two PID controllers
blend together to achieve superior control with limited
vibrations and enhanced precision.
B. Exo-frame

Perfection

in

performing

ideal

behavior

during

unexpected situations cannot be easily achieved. Hence,
we developed an exo-frame for such circumstances. The
exo-frame can be termed as the most vital part of the
master exo-skeleton as it capacitates emulation of human
arm.

It

is

a

jacket

having

aluminum

strips

and

potentiometers that record the potential difference at
respective joints and thus enables calculation of required
angle

of

motion

microcontroller

takes

of

robotic
an

analog

arm.

The

reading

master

from

the

potentiometer and then maps it to the corresponding

Fig. 7. Movements of locomotion drive

angle that is then transmitted to the slave microcontroller.
The slave then provides the appropriate PWM signal to
the actuators of the joints. This is the mimic operation of
Dexto:Eka: which is shown in Fig. 6.

The wheels are designed in such a way that different
combination of speed and motion of wheels makes the
robot progress in various directions. The use of motor
drivers acts as switching circuit for the motors of the
mecanum wheels. This helps to easily rotate the wheels
clockwise or anticlockwise.
B. Control Column

The Control Column is that aspect of the Master
Exoskeleton that facilitates locomotion. The heart of the
control column is a joystick shield which easily fits on
READ VALUES OF
POTENTIOMETERS

READ VALUES OF

PO - WRIST(W).

PUSH BUTTONS

PI-ELBOW(E).

P-PIVOT

P2-SHOULDER(S).

G-GRIPPER

microcontroller. There are two potentiometers placed
inside the joystick for motion in the x and y direction.
The flowchart in Fig. 8 determines the motion of the
wheels in a particular direction. The joystick allows the

P3-ABDUCTION(A)

motion in eight directions according to the analog values
of x and y coordinates. High current rated motor drivers
FALSE
MAP VALUES ON

ROTATE
ANTICLOCKWISE

SERVOS
map(W.O.I023.-90.90)
map(E.O.I023.0.120)
map(S.O.1023.-40.90)
map(A.O.I023.0.10S)

Fig. 6. Flow of control of Mimic Operation

V. GOVERNANCE USING CONTROL COLUMN
A. Mecanum wheel drive

Mecanum wheels have been used for the locomotion

are used for driving the motors. These motor drivers
decide the value of speed of rotation depending on the
PWM signal sent but the microcontroller according to the
analog signal received from the control column. They are
responsible

for

switching

wheels

in

clockwise

and

counterclockwise directions, thus allowing the control of
the mecanum wheels for omni-directional drive.

procedure TemperatureSensingO

1:

temp

2:

if temp

3:

=

digitaIJead(sensorValue)
>

350K do

ifmode is dependent do

4:

display("WARNING")

5:

else if mode is semi-sovereign or mode
is sovereign do

6:

INITIAUZE INPUT A FOR FRONT
WHEELS AND B FOR BACK WHEELS

!!abandon task

7:

!!move to safe location

8:

end if

9:

end if

10: end procedure
MOVE RIGHT

MOVE FORWARD

inplA=HIGH.
inplA=lOW,
inp3A=lOW.
inp4A=HIGH,
inplB=lOW,
inp2B:HIGH.
inp3B=HIGH,
inp4B=lOW

inplA=HIGH,
inp2A=lOW.
inp3A=HIGH.
inp4A=LOW.

inp 2 B =LOW,
inp3B=HIGH,

inp4B=lOW

Fig. 9. Governing algorithm of temperature sensor

B. Distance Sensing

Obstacles that hinder Dexto: Eka:'s path are detected

using Ping ultrasonic sensors and Infrared sensors that are

mounted on the chassis. This is also aids in environment
mapping

inp l A =lOW.

inplA=LOW,

inp2A=HIGH,

inp2A=HIGH.

inp3A=low.

inp3A=HIGH.

inp4A=HIGH.

inp4A=lOW,

inplB=lOW.

inplB=HIGH.

i np2 B = H IGH ,

and

inp3B=LOW.
inp4B=HIGH

VI. SENSORS
If the actuators of a system can be dubbed as the
muscles then the sensors can be considered as the nerves
which collect sensory information. The robot is equipped
diverse

sensors

inclusive

of

current

sensor,

temperature sensor, gyroscopes, ultrasonic sensors and
infrared sensor which enhance the efficiency of the
Master Exo-skeleton. These perform a variety of tasks
and

their

output

sensors

enable

procedure DistanceSensingO

Fig. 8. Control diagram governing locomotion drive

with

traversing. These

adhere to the algorithm in Fig. 10.

inp2B=lOW,

inp3B=LOW,
inp4B=HIGH

safe

smooth locomotion in sovereign mode. Distance sensors

is perpetually sent to

the master

microcontroller for display onto Graphical User Interface.
Moreover these sensors play a vital role in robotic
operation in semi-sovereign and sovereign modes.
A. Temperature Sensing

The robot can handle temperatures up to 350K. The
one wire digital temperature sensor has been installed on
both the robotic arms to detect any incalescence that
might prove unfavorable to the robot. The temperature
sensor is controlled by the algorithm in Fig. 9

1:

get(sensorValues[])

2:

WiFi_Transmit(sensorValues[])

3:

!!determine obstacles

4:

!!map current field of view

5:

!!track path

6:

!!display data on GUI

7:

end procedure

Fig. 10. Governing algorithm of distance sensmg

C. Balancing

Balancing is always a pertinent factor to be taken into

consideration for any object affected by the laws of

gravity. Hence a gyroscope installed on the head of the

robot allows it to balance on rough terrain [16]. The float

inside the module senses any deviation from the normal

position of the backbone and then positions arms and sets

speed of motors of the wheels accordingly.
D. Safety

Certain safety features have been implemented to
ensure that high current or low voltages do not harm the
components. Protection Circuits are present for motors
and batteries to ensure that it does not get excessively

discharged thus reducing battery life. A relay circuit
prevents high currents that exceed the safety

limits

(greater than 25 Amperes) from harming the system. This

is ensured by the algorithm in Fig. 11.

the robot. It also provides warnings if robot is in any form

procedure SafetyFunctionO

1:

current

3:

if current<25 do

2:

=

of peril. A basic algorithm for the GUI is seen in Fig. 13.

read (currentsensorValues[])

Wifi_transmit(sensorValues[])

4:

procedure GUIO

Iiallow task.

5:

1: while (true)

else

6:

Ilabandon task.

7:

A. Design

The objective to be achieved was, when designing the
ergonomicity

the
and

robot,

masterJead(arm_temperature)

plot(bar, arm_data);

was

efficiency.

simplicity,

The

utility,

Graphical

IISend Control Input

master

VII. GOVERNANCE USING GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

for

4:
5:

end procedure

Fig. I I. Governing algorithm implementing safety features

interface

masterJead(arm_data)

3:

end if

8:

2:

User

Interface (GUI) acts as medium which enables the tele

II(startistop/calibrate etc.) to

6:

display(status)

8:

draw(battery-indicator);

10:

plot(line, arm_current)

7:

master read(battery status)

9:

masterJead(arm_current)

11: end while

12: end procedure

operator to interact with the master microcontroller.

Fig. 13. Governing algOrithm for GUI

Robot can easily be controlled by a layman with basic
knowledge of computer operation. The GUI serves as a
comprehensive package with an assortment of features
that facilitates the control and monitoring of every aspect
of the robot.

One can keep an eye on the robot via bar

graphs determining the position of the robotic arms, a
radar-interface that manifests the environment of the
robot to aid movement and data gathered from the
sensors. The GUI is seen in Fig. 12.

VIII. EXPERIMENTS
The cogency of an ideal control system is determined
by the experiments that have conducted on it. Hence we
determined the accuracy

by scrutinizing a series of

activities in the dependent mode. The robot emulated the
tele-operator

with

an

efficiency

that

exceeded

expectations. A simple accuracy test conducted was a
pick and place operation that can be seen in figure 14.

-�III·I.

. . .
--�
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Fig. 12. Graphical User Interface

The GUI provides for individual initiation, termination
and calibration of individual robotic arms. Certain pre
defined

motions

implemented

here.

for

the

These

robot
are

have
certain

also

been

generalized

movements depicting gestures of civility and directives

that are commonplace. An emergency shutdown option
has been provided to cut power supply instantaneously in

case of any mishap.
The bar graphs continually plot the angles on motion
of robotic arm on bar graphs. The current supplied and
the battery voltage is displayed as well.

The output of

the sensors that aid locomotion are charted out on the
radar like interface. This is then combined with the feed
from the IP Camera mounted on the crown of the robot to
carry out path tracking. There is also a status bar that
informs the user of the current action being performed by

For each of the twelve joints, the percentage error
between motion of tele-operator and motion of robot was
determined

and

the

results

of

the

experiments

are

demonstrated in Fig. 15. It is clearly seen that the error is
minimalistic enough to ensure smooth operation.
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